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Lean Transformation Requires  
an Enterprise Approach!
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LESAT Facilitator’s Guide!
Two LESAT Documents!
➢ LESAT Assessment Manual 
(Matrices only)!
➢ Facilitator’s Guide (Matrices 
plus explanatory materials!
Source:  Lean Aerospace Initiative, MIT © 2001!
!
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LESAT  Supporting Materials!
➢  Introductory Presentation!
➢  LESAT Matrices & Facilitator’s 
Guide!
➢  TTL Roadmap & Guide!
➢  Summary Score Calculator!
➢  Glossary of Terms !
+!
+!
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Suggested Methodology for 
Employing LESAT!
LESAT!
Lean Journey!
Step 1: Facilitated meeting to introduce tool.  
Identify and hear from enterprise leader 
champions!
Step 2: Enterprise leaders and  staff conduct 
LESAT assessment!
Step 3:  Leadership reconvenes to jointly  
review results of present maturity level!
Step 4: Leadership identifies 
actionable items!
Step 5: Develop action 
plans and prioritize 
resources!
!
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Summary Form Example!
LESAT Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool (LESAT)
Section I - Lean Transformation/Leadership
Process Definition: Develop and deploy lean implementation plans throughout the enterprise leading to (1)- long-term sustainability, (2)-
acquiring competitive advantage and (3) satisfaction of stakeholders.
Capability Level
TTL Link Lean Practice Lean Characteristic Current Desired
I.A.1 - Integration of Lean in strategic
planning process
Lean impacts growth, profitability and market
penetration
I.A.2 - Focus on customer value Customers pull value from enterprise value stream
I.A.3 - Leveraging the extended enterprise Value stream extends from customer through the
enterprise to suppliers
I.A. Enterprise
Strategic Planning
Average
I.B.1 - Learning and education in “Lean”
for enterprise leaders
“Unlearning” the old, learning the new
I.B.2 - Senior management commitment Senior management leading it personally
I.B.3 - Lean enterprise vision New mental model of the enterprise
I.B.4 - A sense of urgency The primary driving force for Lean
I.B. Adopt Lean
Paradigm
Average
I.C.1 - Understanding current value stream How we now deliver value to customers
I.C.2 - Enterprise flow “Single piece flow” of materials and information
I.C.3 - Designing future value stream Value stream to meet the enterprise vision
I.C.4 - Performance measures Performance measures drive enterprise behavior
I.C. Focus on the
Value Stream
Average
I.D.1 - Enterprise organizational orientation Organize to support value delivery
I.D.2 - Relationships based on mutual trust “Win-win” vs. “we-they”
I.D.3 - Open and timely communications Information exchanged when required
I.D.4 - Employee empowerment Decision-making at lowest possible level
I.D.5 - Incentive alignment Reward the behavior you want
I.D.6 - Innovation encouragement From risk aversion to risk rewarding
I.D.7 - Lean change agents The inspiration and drivers of change
I.D. Develop Lean
Structure and
Behavior
Average
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LESAT Assessment Process!
!
      X!
      !
      X!
      !
      X!
      X!
      X!
       !
Pre-assessment Preparation!
Ø Timing of Assessment!
Ø Conduct Mgmt Lean Education 
Event!
Ø TTL Familiarization!
Ø Assemble Assessment Material!
Ø Define Boundaries & Time Horizon!
Optional!Essential!
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LESAT Assessment Process!
LESAT Kick-off Session!
!
      X!
      X!
      X!
      X!
      X!
!
Ø Introductory Presentation!
Ø Define “Ground Rules”!
Ø Distribute Assessment Materials!
Ø Provide Schedule for Completion!
Ø Provide Contact Info for Assistance!
Optional!Essential!
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LESAT Assessment Process!
!
!
     X!
!
     X!
!
     X!
!
     X!
!
     X!
Group Completion of Assessment!
!
Ø Read Entire LESAT Before Starting!
Ø Seek Clarification from Facilitator!
Ø From Enterprise Perspective, 
Determine   Current Maturity for Each 
Practice; Note Evidence!
Ø For Defined Time Horizon, Determine 
Desired Maturity Level!
Ø Achieve Consensus, Provide to 
Facilitator!
Optional!Essential!
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LESAT Assessment Process!
!
      X!
      X!
Initial Summarization!
Ø Consolidate Inputs!
Ø Prepare Summaries; Prepare for Wrap-
up Meeting!
!
      X!
      X!
Facilitation During Group Assessment!
Ø Attend Group Assessment Sessions!
Ø Provide Guidance, Answer Questions!
Optional!Essential!
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LESAT Assessment Process!
!
      X!
      X!
      X!
!
      X!
      X!
      X!
LESAT Wrap-up Meeting!
Ø Review of LESAT Process!
Ø Presentation of Assessment Results!
Ø Facilitate Discussion/Clarification of 
Results; Elicit Implications!
Ø Consensus on Future Direction, 
Areas for Further Study!
Ø Alignment with Other Initiatives!
Ø Next Steps; Actions Indicated!
Optional!Essential!
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LESAT Assessment Process!
      X!
      !
!
!
       !
       X!
       X!
      !
!
      X !
      !
      X!
      !
      !
!
      X!
      !
Post-Assessment Analysis & Action 
Plans!
Ø Suggested Quick Hits!
Ø Impact On Enterprise Lean 
Transformation Plan!
Ø Adjustments to Detailed 
Implementation Plans!
Ø Re-deployment of Resources!
Ø Additional Education & Training!
Preparation for Next Assessment!
Optional!Essential!
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Entry/Re-entry
Cycle
I.C  Focus on the
Value Stream
Initial
Lean
Vision
Short Term Cycle
I.E  Create & Refine
Transformation Plan
Lean
Transformation
Framework
I.B  Adopt Lean
Paradigm
I.A  Enterprise
Strategic
Planning
I.G  Focus on Continuous
Improvement
Outcomes on 
Enterprise 
Metrics
I.F  Implement Lean Initiatives
Enterprise 
Level
Transformation 
Plan
I.D  Develop Lean Structure
& Behavior
Detailed 
Lean
Vision
Environmental 
Corrective 
Action Indicators
Detailed
Corrective Action
Indicators
Decision to 
Pursue 
Enterprise 
Transformation
•Build Vision
•Convey Urgency
•Foster Lean Learning
•Make the Commitment
•Obtain Senior Mgmt.
 Buy-in
•Map Value Stream
•Internalize Vision
•Set Goals & Metrics
•Identify & Involve Key
 Stakeholders
•Organize for Lean Implementation
•Identify & Empower Change Agents
•Align Incentives
•Adapt Structure & Systems
•Identify & Prioritize Activities
•Commit Resources
•Provide Education & Training
•Monitor Lean Progress
•Nurture the Process
•Refine the Plan
•Capture & Adopt New Knowledge
•Develop Detailed Plans
•Implement Lean Activities
Enterprise Level Roadmap
+
+
Long Term Cycle 
 
SECTION I:  LEAN TRANSFORMATION/LEADERSHIP 
Definit ion: Develop, deploy, and manage lean implementation plans throughout the 
enterprise, leading to: (1) - long-term sustainability, (2)- acquiring competitive advantage, 
and (3)- satisfaction of stakeholders; along with a continuous improvement in all three 
parameters.  
 
I.A Enterprise Strategic Planning - the decision to pursue a lean transformation is strategic in nature.  Its impact throughout the 
enterprise is profound and pervasive, affecting all business practices and processes.  The lean enterprise will behave in a fundamentally 
new manner, significantly eliminating waste and enhancing relationships with all stakeholders.  
Diagnostic Questions • Are enterprise leaders aware of the strategic opportunities (i.e., greater growth, profitability, and market 
pene tration) associated with transitioning to a “lean enterprise”? 
• Are enterprise leaders familiar with the dramatic increases in competitiveness that many companies have 
realized as a result of transitioning to lean?  
• Has a suitable strategy for growth been id entified to utilize resources freed up by improvements? 
Lean Indicators • Lean implementation is included explicitly in the enterprise strategic plan.  
• Results of lean implementation impact future strategic planning.  
• Strategic planning is strongly i fluenced  by stakeholders and customers value. 
LP Lean  Capability Levels  
# Practices  Level 1  Level 2  Level 3  Level 4  Level 5  
A.1  Integration of 
Lean in Strategic 
Planning Process 
 
Lean impacts growth, 
profitability and market 
penetration  
Concepts and benefits 
o f lean principles and 
prac ices are not 
evident in culture or 
business plans  
Lean is recognized but 
relegated to lower 
levels & is fragmented  
The business growth 
implications of lean are 
understood and lean 
implementation plans 
are formulated, but not 
inte grated into the 
strategic plan  
Transitioning to lean 
adopted as a key 
enterprise strategy and 
is included in strategic 
plan  
Strategic plans leverage 
the results of lean 
implementation to 
achieve growth, 
profitability & market 
position  
A.2  Focus on 
Customer Value 
 
Customers pull value 
from enterprise value 
stream  
Means of defining 
value to customer(s) is 
informal & 
unstructured  
Structured process for 
defining value is 
applied to selected 
customers  
How the enterprise can 
best contribute to 
customer's succ ess is 
well defined  
Customer value 
strongly influences the 
strategic direction  
Competitiveness is 
enhanced as customer 
value becomes 
predominant driving 
force throughout the 
extended enterprise  
A.3  Leveraging the 
Extended 
Enterprise  
 
Value stream extend s 
from customer through 
the enterprise to 
suppliers  
Relations with 
customers and suppliers 
reflect a "We -They" 
mentality  
Initial opportunities 
identified for 
establishing extended 
enterprise linkages  
Strategic planning 
process explicitly 
includes considera tion 
of key stakeholders in 
value streams  
Integration & balancing 
of stakeholder values 
via collaborative 
supplier relations & 
strategic partnering  
Integration of the 
extended enterprise 
contributes to 
innovation, growth, 
increased profitability 
& market position  
 
Le n Roadmap Action Plan
Major Milestones
Objectiv Impacts / Issues
Success Criteria
PROGRAM:
Section I.A:  Lean Transformation / Leadership
• Enterprise leaders are aware of the strategic 
opportunities associated with transitioning to 
a “lean enterprise”
• The enterprise is involved in defining and 
documenting the best methods for 
contributing to customer success
• The strategic planning process includes key 
stakeholder’s needs from across the 
enterprise
The decision to pursue a lean transformation is 
strategic in nature. Its impact throughout the 
enterprise is profound and pervasive, affecting 
all business practices and processes. The lean 
ente prise will behave in a fundamentally new 
manner, significantly eliminating waste and 
enhancing relationships with all stakeholders.
Task 01 02
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
• Understand Need for 
Change
• Build Awareness 
Within Senior 
Leadership Team
• Establish Enterprise 
Strategy
Responsibility:
(to be completed by 
responsible person)
Impact:
•
Issues:
•
Source: Northrop Grumman 
Linking TTL and LESAT to 
Action Plans!
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LESAT Enterprise Process Areas!
Current Capability!
A Company’s Strategic Plan for a Tailored !
Capability Goal matched to the business objectives. !
  LESAT Desired Score Can be  Tailored for Each Process Area!
Gap!
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Ground Rules!
Ø  Perform the assessment from a total enterprise 
perspective, NOT individual functional area!
Ø  Attempt to assess every practice; leave blank if N/A or 
if you don’t know!
Ø  Scoring the practices!
Ø  Each level assumes that lower level criteria are met!
Ø  If between levels, score at the lower level!
Ø  Note “evidence” for level selected!
Ø  Identify opportunities to increase maturity level!
Ø  Seek assistance from company facilitator for further 
clarification of maturity definitions!
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Schedule!
L E S A T  O v e r v i e w / K i c k o f f T o d a y  _ _ _ _ _ 
C o m p l e t e d  a s s e s s m e n t s  
  t o  s i t e  c o o r d i n a t o r 
T B D  _ _ _ _ _ 
S c o r e s  c o m p i l e d  a n d 
s u m m a r i z e d 
T B D  _ _ _ _ _ 
C o n s o l i d a t i o n / F e e d b a c k 
S e s s i o n 
T B D  _ _ _ _ _ 
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Important Things to Remember!
Ø  LESAT focus is at total enterprise level!
Ø  Designed for self-assessment, not comparisons!
Ø  Intended for regular, repetitive application!
Ø  Assesses 54 key lean practices (enterprise level)!
Ø  Results indicate opportunities for Improvement!
Ø  Management should consider LESAT results as a 
total set!
Ø  Numerical scores are less important than insights!
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Important Things to Remember!
Ø  Purpose is to discover greatest needs for 
improvements, not how high you can score!
Ø  Second LESAT assessment may result in a lower 
maturity rating as you develop a better understanding 
of what it means to be a lean enterprise!
Ø  LESAT is not a “scorecard”, it is a maturity scale to 
help identify where you are and where to go!
Ø  Results should not be used to compare organizations 
- this would degenerate into “game playing”!
Ø  Results are opinion based - opinions change as 
evidence is presented!
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Participants Should be Able to...!
Ø Organize & execute a LESAT implementation!
Ø Prepare Enterprise Leadership Team for 
using LESAT by presenting an overview of 
TTL and LESAT!
Ø Use/tailor MIT’s LESAT Kickoff presentation!
Ø Prepare materials for assessment!
Ø Conduct Kickoff Meeting & provide 
instructions!
Ø Provide advice & consultation during 
exercise!
Ø Collect, summarize results; prepare for 
Follow-up!
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Participants Should be Able to...!
Ø Prepare materials for Follow-up Meeting 
Ø Conduct Follow-up & facilitate discussion among 
Leadership Team relative to interpretation of results 
Ø Capture primary issues that surface during meeting 
Ø Obtain agreement & understanding of next steps 
Ø Conduct Post-meeting analysis, work with Executive Team 
to update/modify Lean Transformation Plan & other affected 
initiatives 
Ø Conduct second Follow-up, if needed 
Ø Prepare for subsequent LESAT executions 
